700 Series
Filing & Storage

versatile | aesthetically appealing | built to last

®

Mix and match any style to maximize
your business space.

So much to store…too little space and time…constant change…yet businesses still need to nurture
employee efficiency and respond quickly to new demands. The solution? KI’s 700 Series Filing and Storage.
An essential part of KI, 700 Series lateral files, pedestals, storage units, bookcases, and vertical files are
compatible with a variety of furnishings. More than just storage units, 700 Series is a filing efficiency system.
It minimizes retrieval time, maximizes space and stores virtually anything safely and securely.
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700 Series® Curve
Clean style. Flexible aesthetics.
Unmatched durability. That’s
great curve appeal … the
700 Series Curve.
With a gently curved frame
and contoured drawer pulls,
700 Series Curve has a softer
presence that blends nicely
into any setting.
700 Series® Classic
When in doubt, always go
with a classic. For unmatched
quality and strength, the 700
Series Classic line is a sure
bet. Classic storage cabinets
and lateral files store nearly
anything and coordinate
with any office layout. Add
functionality and versatility by
configuring a cabinet to include
both a lateral file and a storage
cabinet. For design continuity,
all mobile, freestanding, hanging
and worksurface supporting
pedestals match the other 700
Series files and complement
KI furniture systems.
Exceptional durability, timeless
design, generous storage
space and amazing versatility.
That’s truly classic.
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Options for any environment.

700 Series® Optional Pulls
By combining durable steel
cabinets with attractive, simple,
flat fronts, 700 Series optional
pulls give you the best of
both worlds. Select from four
distinctive pull options: retro,
bowtie, metric or arc. And, if
none of these great designs
meet your design vision, source
your own pulls. The design
options are nearly limitless.

Retro

Bowtie

Metric

Arc
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Redefine the meaning of workspace.

Why adapt to your workspace? Instead, design a workspace that adapts to the
way you work. With KI’s 700 Series storage line, you can create an attractive
office environment that also can increase efficiency and productivity. It stores
nearly anything securely while keeping it close at hand.
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Storage that makes a statement.
If you think storage is just a way to keep files and papers neat and orderly, it’s time to take
another look. Sleek designs and sturdy construction allows you to use 700 Series pieces to
divide space and define work areas. With so many color, style and detail options, you can
create an office environment with a true “wow” factor.
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Build your own storage unit.
Rollout Shelf

Receding Door

Cupboard

Provides convenient access to top-level
storage.

A great solution for end-tab filing
or binder storage.

Perfect for storing personal items such as
coats, handbags, boots and more.

Details
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Security pan prevents access
from drawer above. Coreremovable, double-bit lock
is interchangeable.

Optional interior components
let you easily reconfigure cabinets
based on storage needs.

Cabinet doors with inner
and outer skin have increased
strength and won’t warp.

Flush or extended tops
accommodate a variety of
custom front thicknesses.

Hanging folder bars in three
sizes fit easily into notched,
heavy-gauge drawer sides.

Euro-Hinge offers smooth,
reliable door operation.
Correctly align doors by
adjusting hinge three ways.

No pull offers a file with
pre-drilled, 128mm holes,
so you can use your own file
pull on the 700 Series file.

Full-height integral door pulls
eliminate protruding handles and
allow easy drawer/door access.

Interlock with automatic restaging
prevents opening more than one
drawer at a time.

6" Drawers

101/2" Drawers

12" Drawers

Configure with a divider system to store
disks, CDs, tapes, and other items.

Create 25% more space and significant
savings versus standard 12" drawers.

Available with standard 12" drawers as
one of seven drawer size options.

Adjustable interior options in
11/ 2" modular increments configure
for specific storage needs.

KI direct-drive lock mechanism
activates lock bars on cabinet sides
for unmatched security.

Custom fronts applied to
cabinets on-site should be
specified without fronts.

Posting shelf offers workspace
when filing documents and
can be pushed in discreetly.

Cabinet openings operate on
heavy-duty, steel ball bearing,
slide-arm suspensions for years
of use.

Four adjustable glides level
bookcases, minimizing the
possibility of accidental tipping.

Coat rack offers a closet at
the workstation. Wardrobe
units have 6" and 12" doors
for coats.

Laminate tops in a variety
of styles, colors and sizes
facilitate design continuity.
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Finishes
Surface Laminates

Markerboard
White

Frosty White

White Sand

Grey

Hollyberry

Orange Grove

Island

Ocean

Silicon Evolv

Nickel Evolv

Crisp Linen

Flax Linen

Cloud Zephyr

Shadow Zephyr

Desert Zephyr

Misted Zephyr

Kensington Maple Castle Oak

Dove Grey

North Sea

Coffee Bean

Black

Pearl Bisque

Pearl Silver

Satin Stainless

Fired Steel

Forged Steel

Classic Linen

Casual Linen

Rugged Linen

Pressed Linen

Irish Linen

Tailored Linen

Canyon Zephyr

High Rise

White Nebula

Graphite Nebula

Italian Silver Ash

Sterling Ash

Monticello Maple Cherry Storm

River Cherry

Biltmore Cherry

Brighton Walnut

Windsor
Mahogany

Cocobala

Florence Walnut

Titanium Evolv

Powdercoat Paints

Cottonwood

Wet Sand

Light Tone

Sand

Misty Brown

Chocolate

Cool Grey

Warm Grey

Blue Grey

Flannel

Cayenne

Nemo

Rubber Ducky

Zesty Lime

Marine Teal

Surf's Up

Splash

Ultra Blue

Nordic

Mardi Gras

Purple Haze

Black

Starlight Silver
Metallic

Champagne
Metallic

Bronze
Metallic

Espresso
Metallic

Cinnamon
On Maple

River Cherry
On Maple

Cocoa
On Maple

Florence Walnut
On Maple

Wood Veneers

Kensington Maple Monticello Maple Cherry Storm
On Maple
On Maple
On Maple

Learn more about
700 Series Storage
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